[1] We perform the first analysis of tropospheric transport using the global boundary propagator Green function, G, which partitions air at every point and time according to both the transit time since last surface contact and the location of that contact. We compute G for a 3-year period with the MATCH model driven by NCEP reanalyses. Last contact time is resolved in 3-d intervals, and last-contact location is resolved with a global tiling of 41 patches concentrated in the Northern Hemisphere. The transport climate is quantified for four midlatitude receptor regions in terms of the seasonal mean surfaceorigin and transit-time partitioning of the column burden, the surface flux of newly arriving air, and the distribution of air mass in transit from source to receptor surface. At long transit times a nearly receptor-independent pattern of last-contact location is governed by where air is injected into the upper troposphere by deep convection and the high terrain of Tibet. The receptor origin composition of the column burden changes only slowly after $40 d for winter and fall, while the composition of the flux onto the receptor continues to change at $60 d. European and SE Asian air contribute comparably to the flux onto eastern North America, in spite of SE Asian air having the dominant burden. The flux of European air onto SE Asia in winter and fall is larger than the flux of SE Asian air onto Europe. The surface-to-surface transport mass distribution, R, is used to identify transit-time-dependent source-receptor teleconnections. 
Introduction
[2] Long-range intercontinental transport of pollutants and particulates is an emerging and growing threat to global air quality. This has been highlighted by transpacific transport of Asian pollutants to North America [e.g., Cooper et al., 2004; Jaffe et al., 1999 Jaffe et al., , 2003 Berntsen et al., 1999] , which is anticipated to become increasingly important for North American air quality as east Asia continues rapid industrialization [Jacob et al., 1999] . Likewise, North American pollutants have the potential to impact Europe [e.g., Stohl and Trickl, 1999; Huntrieser et al., 2005] , and European pollutants have the potential to add to an already poor situation in Asia [e.g., Newell and Evans, 2000; Stohl et al., 2002; Jaeglé et al., 2003] . The intercontinental transport of mineral dust across the Pacific and Atlantic oceans is also well documented [e.g., Husar et al., 2001; Prospero et al., 1981; Prospero, 1999] , as are episodes of long-range pollutant transport in the Southern Hemisphere [e.g., Wenig et al., 2002] .
[3] Because of the episodic nature of long-range transport [e.g., Yienger et al., 2000] , most of the studies cited have focused on analyzing particular transport events or on transport during particular field campaigns (for an overview, see Jacob et al. [2003] and Parrish et al. [2004] ). The statistical properties of the year-round intercontinental transport, which comprise the transport climate, have received comparatively less attention. Model-based studies of the climatological properties of intercontinental transport have focused primarily on transpacific transport [e.g., Liu et al., 2005; Liang et al., 2004 Liang et al., , 2005 Holzer et al., 2003 Holzer et al., , 2005 Holzer and Hall, 2007] , with only the study by Stohl et al. [2002] taking a global perspective. The study by Stohl et al. [2002] analyzes ideal Lagrangian tracers that are tagged according to six broad continental regions of origin and that have the source structure of industrial carbon monoxide (CO) emissions. By contrast, the global distribution of various chemicals is now routinely computed with nearreal-time simulations using the GEOS-CHEM model [Bey et al., 2001 ; also http://www-as.harvard.edu/chemistry/trop/ geos/], but the role of transport in these models is typically analyzed using only simple back trajectories for particular events [e.g., Heald et al., 2003 ].
[4] In this paper, we take an entirely tracer-independent approach to diagnosing global tropospheric transport. Our goal is to isolate the role of transport from all the other factors influencing the concentration of particular trace species, such as chemistry, deposition, and the temporal and spatial variability of sources. (Deposition could be considered to be part of the transport in our diagnostic framework, but we will not do so here.) We quantify transport by calculating at every point r in the atmosphere the mass fraction G(r, tjW i , t 0 )dt 0 of air at time t that had last contact during time interval (t 0 , t 0 + dt 0 ) with surface patch W i , for a global tiling of such patches (Figure 1a) . Air is thus partitioned according to both when and where it had last surface contact. This represents a natural extension of the transit-time distribution [e.g., Holzer et al., 2003 ] to the joint distribution G(r, tjW i , t 0 ) of times t 0 and places W i since last surface contact. The distribution G is also the boundary propagator (a type of Green function) for spatially varying surface mixing ratio [Holzer and Hall, 2000] , and hence constitutes a complete description of transport from the Earth's surface. Such boundary propagators have recently been used to quantify oceanic transport [e.g., Haine and Hall, 2002; Primeau, 2005; Peacock and Maltrud, 2006] , where the assumption of steady flow greatly reduced the complexity of the problem. Our study here represents the first calculation of the global boundary propagator G for the highly variable and turbulent flow of the troposphere. By precisely labeling air according to when and where it last had surface contact, G provides a rigorous definition of air mass, a concept typically used only qualitatively in mete- orology because of the constant presence of mixing. Because G naturally incorporates the integrated effect of mixing, a surface-origin labeled air mass is always unambiguously defined.
[5] Green functions exploit the linearity of passive tracers to reduce the determination of their mixing ratios to a simple linear superposition of precomputable functions. For tracers of surface origin, one can either use a flux Green function [e.g., Holzer, 1999; Stohl et al., 2002] or, as we do here, a mixing ratio Green function (''boundary propagator''). (The work of Stohl et al. [2002] does not explicitly use Green functions, but their method is essentially equivalent.) The flux Green function is the response to pulses of surface emission fluxes that are followed by a zero-flux boundary condition, while the boundary propagator is the response to pulses in surface mixing ratio followed by a zero-mixing-ratio boundary condition. Tracer mixing ratios can be synthesized using flux Green functions from a knowledge of the surface emissions, or using boundary propagators from a knowledge of the surface mixing ratio. The relationships between the two types of Green function, and their physical interpretation as distributions was explored by Holzer and Hall [2000] .
[6] Mixing ratio and flux Green functions capture different aspects of transport that complement each other. The flux Green function captures all possible paths from the injection site, including paths along the surface, and allows surface mixing ratio to be attributed to particular emissions. The global boundary propagator tracks air since last surface contact by resetting labels of surface origin with every surface contact, and allows mixing ratio in the interior of the atmosphere to be attributed to where the air last made surface contact and the surface mixing ratio there. The flux Green function is physically a puff of passive tracer that has infinite lifetime after injection, so that a tracer-specific chemical decay time or other removal/cutoff process must be invoked to obtain normalized distributions of time since injection. Here we focus on the global boundary propagator because it has the compelling interpretation as a naturally tracer-independent normalized joint distribution of times and places since last surface contact. The global boundary propagator also provides a new transport diagnostic, namely the flux with which air from polluted remote boundary layers first arrives on a given receptor surface. Because the boundary propagator is the Green function for surface mixing ratio and not for emission sources, and because surface mixing ratio will be smoother than the sources, we do not make any assumptions about the source structure and tile the Earth's surface with a set of last-contact patches that is nearly uniform in the Northern Hemisphere, except for additional land-ocean partitioning.
[7] We emphasize that our goal is to diagnose, in a tracerindependent manner, the atmosphere's transport from and to the surface, and not to simulate any particular chemical species. We calculate G for 3 years (September 1998 to August 2001) using a global atmospheric transport model driven by NCEP reanalysis data. The resulting partitioning of air parcels into time and place of last surface contact is available at every point in the atmosphere and analyzed in terms of the seasonal mean climatology. For definiteness we illustrate our results for four specific receptor regions (Figure 1b) . We establish the transport climate as quantified in terms of the transit-time and surface-origin partitioning of the column burden above the receptor regions, the flux of newly arriving air onto the receptor surfaces, and the mass fraction of the atmosphere in transit from source to receptor.
[8] In the interpretation of passive tracers, and in particular of boundary propagators whose evolution is sensitive to mixing to the surface, it is helpful to describe the position of tracer plumes relative to isentropes, surfaces of constant potential temperature. This will be done throughout because many atmospheric mixing processes, such as Rossby wave breaking and the flow associated with frontal systems, tend to be nearly adiabatic so that much atmospheric transport is organized along isentropes [e.g., Plumb and Mahlman, 1987] . In the terminology of Hoskins [1991] , the evolution of the boundary propagator therefore depends strongly on whether or not air finds itself in the Underworld, the part of the atmosphere whose isentropes intersect the Earth's surface. (Hoskins [1991] further classifies the part of the atmosphere whose isentropes cross the tropopause as the Middleworld, above which lies the Overworld.)
2. Boundary Propagator G G
Defining Properties
[9] Given a tiling of the Earth's surface with patches W i , the mass fraction of air at point r and time t that had last contact with W i during time interval (t
where G satisfies the source-free passivetracer equation
subject to the boundary conditions
In (1) the flux J(r, tjW i , t 0 ) ruG(r, tjW i , t 0 ) + J sg (r, tjW i , t 0 ) is the sum of the advective flux ruG and the flux J sg due to subgrid parameterizations such as convection and turbulent diffusion.
[10] The mass fraction Gdt 0 is also a boundary propagator, that is, a Green function for surface mixing ratio, c s , so that
where we have inserted the term exp[À(t À t 0 )/t c ] to account for a decaying species with a fixed lifetime t c . While we will not use (3) to synthesize mixing ratios at interior points from surface mixing ratios, c s , in this paper, the chemical lifetime t c sets the timescale for the transit times t À t 0 over which G must be known to construct such a synthesis. In (3) it is assumed that the surface mixing ratio on the W i patch, c s (W i , t 0 ), does not vary spatially over W i . This assumption is not a fundamental limitation, because the patches W i can be shrunk to infinitesimal size [Holzer and Hall, 2000] . In practice, however, finite computational resources necessitate a modest number (41 in this study) of surface patches. The boundary propagator is normalized so that
which is the physical statement that if we go back far enough in ''source time'' t 0 , air at (r, t) must have had contact somewhere with the surface. Equation (4) underlines that G has the probabilistic interpretation of being the joint distribution of place W i and transit time t = t À t 0 since last surface contact. Specifically, G(r, tjW i , t 0 )dt 0 is the probability that a fluid element at (r, t) had last surface contact during (t 0 , t 0 + dt 0 ) at W i . For convenience we will also refer to G(r, tjW i , t 0 )dt 0 as ''W i air'' or, more completely as ''(W i , t 0 ) air,'' at (r, t) of ''age'' or transit time t = t À t 0 . For clarity it is also useful to refer to t as ''field time'' and to t 0 as ''source time.''
The surface fluxes of the boundary propagator allow us to calculate the mass fraction, Rdt, of the atmosphere that is in transit from W i to first subsequent contact on W r , partitioned according to the W i -to-W r transit time, t. The patch-to-patch transit time, t, is also the residence time in the atmosphere between successive surface contacts. Physically, R(t, W i , W r ; t)dt is the mass fraction of the atmosphere in transit at time t whose residence time will lie in the interval t 2 (t, t + dt), and we refer to R as the transport mass distribution [see also Primeau and Holzer, 2006; Holzer and Primeau, 2006] . The distribution R is of interest as a fundamental transport diagnostic, and also because it places an upper limit on the time for which the transport mass fraction will be subject to chemical transformations before making surface contact.
[12] The mass fraction R(t, W i , W r ; t)dt can be calculated as the flux of W i air that will be flushed onto the W r receptor surface in time t, that is,
where M is the total (dry) mass of the atmosphere and da is the area element oriented into the ground at surface location r s on W r . We may consider f
da Á J to be the (t À t)-to-t averaged, receptor-integrated flux (per unit residence time) of air that had last contact with W i and that will make its first subsequent surface contact with W r after residing in the atmosphere for t 2 (t, t + dt). Equation (5) then states that f = MR/t, which is the residence-time partitioned analogue of the familiar statement that the flux through a fluid domain equals the resident mass divided by the residence time.
[13] The transport mass distribution has the normalization
where it is assumed that we have a complete tiling (with nonoverlapping patches) of the globe with both last-contact patches W i and with first-contact receptor patches W r . If the entire Earth's surface is denoted by W, the normalization (6) can alternatively be expressed as Rasch et al. [1997] that uses the mass-conserving SPITFIRE (Split Implementation of Transport using Flux Integral Representation) flux algorithm [Rasch and Lawrence, 1998 ]. We drive MATCH with T62 NCEP reanalysis data [Kalnay et al., 1996; Kistler et al., 2001 ] on a Gaussian grid of 94 latitudes and 192 longitudes ($1.9°Â 1.9°), with 28 hybrid levels up to $3 mbar. While the NCEP data provides strong observational constraints, it must be kept in mind that convection and boundary layer mixing are parameterized so that there is still potential for model biases. A nonlocal scheme is used to compute the boundary layer height below which a profile of vertical diffusion coefficients is prescribed [Rasch et al., 1997] , and convection is parameterized by combining a local diffusive scheme [Hack, 1994] with a nonlocal penetrative scheme [Zhang and McFarlane, 1995] .
[15] The distribution G(r, tjW i , t 0 ) is calculated with the delta function of (2) replaced by a 3-d-long square pulse on W i of amplitude 1/Dt 0 , with Dt 0 = 3 d, which is equivalent to computing a 3-d average of the d function response over t 0 . On the surface other than W i (and on W i after the mixing ratio pulse ceases) zero mixing ratio is enforced. Physically, the pulse imparts an (W i , t 0 ) label to air in contact with W i during (t 0 , t 0 + Dt 0 ), and the zero-mixing-ratio boundary conditions ensure that this label is removed upon repeat surface contact. This removal of the (W i , t 0 ) label is crucial because we wish to bin fluid elements according to when and where they had last surface contact regardless of where they were prior to that last contact. The boundary conditions are implemented by specifying the mixing ratio for the lowest model level.
[16] The contact patches W i used for this study are shown in Figure 1a . The patches essentially constitute a coarseresolution grid covering the Northern Hemisphere. The 27 latitude-longitude bounded patches north of $13°S have roughly equal area of $10 7 km 2 . The ten midlatitude patches, W 5 , W 7 -W 12 , W 15 , W 16 , and W 18 , which contain both significant land and ocean areas, are further subdivided into separate land and ocean patches, so that transport from the very different terrestrial and oceanic boundary layers can be distinguished. The land and ocean portions of W i will be denoted W i L and W i O . Except for the land-ocean partitioning, no particular source structure has been built into the tiling, so that the composition of air in terms of last surface contact is not specific to any particular chemical species.
[17] We archive 3-d averages of G(r, tjW i , t 0 ) and daily averages of the corresponding meteorological fields for t from 1 September 1998 to 31 August 2001 and transit times, or ages, t = t À t 0 up to 60 d. With t 60 d our propagators are relevant to the intercontinental transport of species with chemical lifetimes less than $2 months (e.g., ozone, light nonmethane hydrocarbons, CO), but slower pathways involving interhemispheric exchange or transport through the stratosphere, which are relevant for long-lived species such as CFCs and methane, are not captured. [18] The resulting data set is very rich and highdimensional, consisting of $15,000 three-dimensional tracers, each of which evolves over 60 d of transit time (twenty 3-d averages). In addition to ''field point and time,'' (r, t), we have the transit-time variable t = t À t 0 and the 41 discrete spatial variables W i (31 latitude-longitude bounded patches, 10 of which are subdivided into land and ocean components) identifying the patch of last surface contact.
[19] The high-dimensional character of the data set places limitations on what aspects of the general character of the boundary propagator can reasonably be presented in a single paper. Although G is available at every point in the atmosphere, and we can therefore analyze any receptor region, we focus for economy of presentation and definiteness on the receptor regions shown in Figure 1b . These regions were chosen to be over land and to roughly coincide with the high population densities of the midlatitudes. Mountainous terrain above 1800 m elevation has been excluded for the WNA patch when computing fluxes into the surface to eliminate the contribution from the free troposphere. To further streamline our analysis we focus primarily on the composition of the seasonally averaged column burden over each receptor and on the seasonally averaged flux of newly arriving air onto the surface. The standard deviation of the interannual variability of the seasonal mean receptor averaged burdens and fluxes is roughly 5 -10%. Here we focus on the climatological seasonal means, that is, on the seasonal means averaged over the three available years. An analysis of variability on 3-d to monthly timescales is deferred to a future study.
Seasonal Mean Column Burden and Surface Flux Composition
[20] We adopt the conventional 3-months definitions for the seasons: DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON. The mass fraction in a 3-d transit-time interval is given by Dt 0 G, where Dt 0 = 3 d (this follows from our broadened 3-d pulsed boundary condition). Mass fractions over larger transit-time bands are calculated by summing over 3-d intervals. Seasonal climatological averages, denoted by brackets h. . .i, are determined for each transit time t À t 0 by averaging G(r, tjW i , t 0 ) over the field times t within the seasons of all 3 years at fixed t À t 0 .
Column Burden
[21] The column burden per unit area, B, of
0 )dp/g, where p s is surface pressure, g = 9.81 m s À2 , and r s is the surface location of the column. The total column burden in a 3-d transit-time interval, regardless of where last surface contact occurred, is given by P i B(r s , tjW i , t 0 ). The fractional contribution to the total climatological, receptor-area averaged burden from air that had last contact with patch W j during (t
, where the overbar denotes the area average over the receptor region.
[22] Figure 2 shows maps of the percentage contribution from each contact patch of Figure 1a to the WNA-averaged climatological burden as it evolves with increasing transit time. To visually compensate for the differing areas of the land and ocean components of land-ocean partitioned patches, W i , their land (ocean) percentage has been multiplied for plotting purposes by
, where A(W) is the area of W. (An area-weighted average of the land and ocean percentages scaled in this manner gives the percentage of the total patch.) At early transit times the WNA-averaged burden is dominated by contact patches that overlap with the WNA region. This is expected physically because air that had recent surface contact must come from nearby. With increasing transit time one sees pronounced seasonal differences in how the contact patches with the largest contributions move upwind. During DJF and MAM, vigorous mixing along sloping isentropes keeps the midlatitude troposphere well in contact with the surface. Consequently, for DJF, MAM, and SON the dominant contact patches are seen to move westward from WNA across the Pacific surface as transit time increases from 4 to 12 d. By contrast, during JJA the Pacific troposphere is very stable [e.g., Holzer and Hall, 2007] and relatively little air over WNA had last contact with the Pacific surface. The dominant JJA contact patches therefore tend to jump from North America to the east Asian surface. This is consistent with the fact that summertime transpacific transport occurs primarily aloft and is fed by convective injection over the Asian land mass [e.g., Stohl et al., 2002; Holzer et al., 2005] .
[23] With increasing transit time there is no zonal homogenization of the contact regions, with localized clusters of patches being the main contributors to the burden for transit times up to the 60 d studied. While a plume of tracerlabeled air will be zonally homogenized in the free troposphere, the contributions from each surface patch W i are determined by (1) how effective the W i air is in escaping the boundary layer during the mixing ratio pulse before zeromixing-ratio boundary conditions are enforced, and by (2) the efficiency of vertical mixing in bringing W i air in contact with the surface while in transit to the receptor. Because boundary layer mixing is highly inhomogeneous, with strong land-sea contrast, a zonal strip of patch distribution cannot develop for any transit time.
[24] At the longest transit times available of t $ 2 months, just a few tropical (DJF and MAM) or subtropical (JJA and SON) contact patches dominate (Figure 3a) . For a given season, the long-t patterns of the surface origin are nearly identical for the four midlatitude receptors. We can understand the emergence of these nearly receptor-independent patterns as follows: After contact with the high-latitude W i patches, most fluid elements can isentropically be mixed back to the surface, so that only a small fraction of the highlatitude W i air remains in the atmosphere for longer than 48 d without surface contact. What we see at long transit times is, by construction, air that has remained in the atmosphere for a long time without surface contact. Thus, the dominant contribution to the burdens at long transit times comes from air that has been injected deep into the tropical troposphere. This is consistent with the fact that the patterns of Figure 3a [25] While the plots of Figures 2 and 3a directly show the geographical origin of the air for a given receptor and transit-time band, these kind of plots are inefficient in showing the detailed evolution of the composition of the burden with transit time. We therefore take advantage of the relatively small number of contact patches and show in Figure 4a the evolution with transit time of the percentage contribution from each contact patch to the seasonal mean, receptor-averaged column burden for each receptor and season. The corresponding evolution with transit time of the total column burden regardless of surface origin,
, is qualitatively similar for all receptors and hence shown in Figure 4b only for the WNA receptor. The large total burdens at early times are dominated by air that had last surface contact with patches overlapping the receptor. Seasonal differences can be seen at early times, with the burden highest in JJA when air can most efficiently escape the surface. However, during JJA thick continental boundary layers over the receptors also cause air to be efficiently mixed down to the surface, so that the burden decays rapidly with increasing transit time. For all seasons the burden decays more gradually after $10 d, as air from all source patches begins to contribute to the burden. Ultimately all air from all contact patches will have made surface contact, ensuring that the column burden eventually decays to zero.
[26] Figure 4a shows that for all seasons the dominance of the contributions from the several contact patches that overlap with the receptor is broken after approximately 9 d (given our 3-d time resolution), long enough for the local air to be either swept out of the receptor column, or to make surface contact. During DJF and MAM, substantial (10 -20% by t = 60 d) contributions from the Southern Hemisphere (SH) subtropical patches are visible. During JJA and SON, SH contributions are negligible. The combined contributions from the SH and equatorial patches correspond in Figure 2 . Evolution with transit time since last surface contact of the percentage contribution from each contact patch W i to the seasonal mean, WNA-averaged column burden. For the patches partitioned into land and ocean parts, the percentage is multiplied by the area of the patch divided by the area of the land or ocean part, respectively, so that an area-weighted average of the land and ocean parts gives the combined land-ocean total for the patch. The contribution has been integrated over the transit-time intervals indicated to the left. The WNA receptor region is indicated in black. Figure 4a to the width of the region between the yellow ''Saharan'' W 18 band and the 100% line (top of the plots). By t = 60 d, these patches contribute approximately 60-70% for DJF, 70-80% for MAM, 40-50% for JJA, and 30-40% for SON, for all receptors with the largest contributions for SEA, the most southern of our receptors. Contributions to the burden from Arctic W 1 , W 2 , and W 3 air are small for all seasons and receptors, but visible for EUR and ENA at $5% and t $ 9 -21 d for JJA, and at earlier transit times for the other seasons.
[27] The dashed lines on Figure 4a partition the air from the Northern Hemisphere midlatitude patches into the fractions that had last contact with either land (band positioned below the dashed line) or ocean (band positioned [28] For DJF and SON the composition of the burden changes only slowly after $40 d (although the total burden continues to decay with transit time), while for MAM and JJA the composition still changes at t = 60 d because of the growing contribution of the tropical and SH air, with the greatest changes of $0.5%/d for the EUR receptor. Because SH and tropical air must be transported aloft to the middle and high latitudes (that is, to the Underworld) before having isentropic access to the surface, this air contributes at longer transit times. During DJF and SON isentropes intersecting the Northern Hemisphere surface have their greatest southward extent, consistent with the more rapid equilibration of the tropical and SH air mass fraction in those seasons.
[29] In Figure 5 we show the receptor-averaged column burdens, B r s ; tjW , that are likely to be in contact with polluted boundary layer air. For clarity we do not show the contribution from the industrial patches that overlap with the receptor, the emphasis being on long-range transport from remote source regions. While the combination of Figures 4a and 4b contains the information of Figure 5 , the transit-time dependence of the burden can be seen directly in Figure 5 and shows the following features:
[30] For the North American receptors WNA and ENA, the dominant remote ''industrial'' air is W 12 L air from SE Asia, with the largest contributions in spring at a transit time of $9 -12 d, consistent with previous studies of transpacific transport [e.g., Jaffe et al., 1999; Holzer et al., 2003; Heald et al., 2006] . The smaller contribution of European W 9 L air is similar for the WNA and ENA receptors, with a mode at $18 d by which time the W 9 L air has experienced a significant degree of zonal homogenization so that WNA and ENA see approximately equal burdens. Eastern North American W 8 L air and European W 9 L air make comparable contributions to the WNA column in JJA, but for the other seasons the European contribution is significantly larger at its mode. This is consistent with the fact that the W 8 L air traverses the storm track regions of both the Atlantic and the Pacific on its circumglobal journey to WNA, while the W 9 L air traverses only the Pacific. At the entrance to the storm tracks, there tends to be vigorous vertical mixing with relatively thick wintertime boundary layers where air makes surface contact with the ocean and hence looses its identity as air that had last surface contact over land. We also note that the WNA burden of eastern North American W 8 L air has a bimodal transit-time distribution. The fast mode corresponds to the climatological W 8 L air mass spreading out and . This is expected since in this case the receptor is immediately downwind of the American source patches. Transport of North American air to EUR is weakest in winter because a lack of convection over the source patches causes much less air to escape the surface to attain long transit times, and the air that does escape finds itself entering the Atlantic storm tracks, where relatively efficient mixing to the surface continues to remove the W 7 L and W 8 L labels.
[32] The SEA receptor column sees comparable contributions from European W 9 L and American W 7 L and W 8 L air for JJA and SON, while European air is the dominant industrial contributor in DJF and MAM. European air at a mode of $10 d is transported about a week faster than North American air, which has to traverse the Atlantic en route to SEA. Much American air is advected toward the pole giving much lower burdens over SEA than over EUR. For DJF and MAM, the mode of both the European and American air comes from a plume that traverses Asia to the northern edge of SEA. The younger plume of European air is more coherent and has greater amplitude than the American air, which experiences more dispersion and vertical mixing to the surface as it crosses the Atlantic. Consequently, European air dominates American air in the burden over SEA for DJF and MAM.
[33] The SEA burdens of European W 9 L air show modest seasonality, with the burden at the mode of its distribution being largest in MAM. This contrasts with the strong seasonality seen by Newell and Evans [2000] in the percentage of 5-d back trajectories from 100°E and 20 -60°N that pass through the European boundary layer, with the winter percentage being an order of magnitude larger than the summer percentage. This apparent discrepancy is reconciled by the fact that the global boundary propagator and simple back trajectories are very different diagnostics. The back trajectories of Newell and Evans [2000] were not subjected to subgrid vertical mixing, trajectories that made contact with the boundary layer en route across Asia were not excluded from being of European origin, and 5 d is too short to sample the transit-time distribution of European air over SEA. By contrast, the boundary propagator integrates both advection and parameterized subgrid diffusion and convection, removes the W 9 L label from European air when it makes subsequent surface contact, and partitions air according to time since last surface contact. The SEA burdens of air that had last surface contact with Europe, rigorously computed from the global boundary propagator, have weaker and differently phased seasonality than suggested by the statistics of simple 5-d back trajectories.
[34] Before leaving this section on receptor burdens, we comment briefly on the evolution of the G plumes with transit time. Qualitatively, the climatological evolution of W i L air from the industrial patches is similar to the evolution of the CO-like tracer described by Stohl et al. [2002] , and the evolution of W 12 L air is similar to the evolution of east Asian air studied by Holzer et al. [2003 Holzer et al. [ , 2005 for different boundary conditions. However, the quantitative transit-time dependence of the global boundary propagator depends critically on the interaction of the surface-origin labeled air with mixing processes that can bring it into surface contact. This essential physical difference between the global boundary propagator and other transport diagnostics satisfying different boundary conditions precludes meaningful quantitative comparison. The global boundary propagator and other diagnostics provide complementary transport information and do not represent different ways of diagnosing the same information.
Surface Flux of Newly Arriving Air
[35] We have examined the column burden of air above the receptor regions. Much of the remote air contributing to this burden passes overhead without affecting the surface. The boundary propagator can also diagnose the transport to the Earth's surface, where the impact of air from remote sources on air quality is of greatest concern. However, G itself is not useful for this purpose, but rather the flux of G onto the surface. At the surface, G(r s , tjW i , t 0 ) itself is uninteresting because, by definition, air at the surface has had its last contact with the local surface during the current contact pulse of duration Dt 0 , and G reduces to simple pulses in time for each W i as expressed by the boundary conditions (2). Therefore, local surface air has no contribution from remote contact patches or even from local air aged beyond Dt 0 . However, the continuous resetting of the (W i , t 0 ) label at the surface by the boundary conditions implies a flux onto the surface of newly arriving W i air, that is, W i air that makes surface contact for the first time since last surface contact with W i . The flux of newly arriving air has both local and remote contributions and is a natural diagnostic of long-range transport to the surface. While the primary quantity of interest for air quality is the surface mixing ratio, the flux of air newly arriving from polluted remote boundary layers also has clear implications for air quality. There are also transport problems for which the flux of constituents into the surface is of primary interest. An example is the determination of the flux of bioavailable iron from the atmosphere into the ocean [e.g., Luo et al., 2005] .
[36] We note in passing that the boundary propagators studied by Holzer et al. [2003 Holzer et al. [ , 2005 and Holzer and Hall [2007] quantified transport from a single source region, W, and satisfied boundary conditions different from those considered here, namely mixing ratio pluses on W, but zero flux outside of W. Such hybrid boundary conditions allow W air on the surface outside of W, so that air can be partitioned D08104 HOLZER AND HALL: TROPOSPHERIC TRANSPORT CLIMATE nontrivially even at the surface according to its time since last W contact. However, such single-W boundary propagators cannot be used to partition air according to both time and place since last surface contact because the hybrid boundary conditions do not permit the superposition (3) over different W i .
[37] The flux of W i air in a 3-d transit-time interval newly arriving at surface point r s is given by F(r s , tjW i , t 0 ) Dt 0 n Á J(r s , tjW i , t 0 ), where n is the surface normal oriented into the ground. In practice the flux of G onto the surface, n Á J, is computed as the mass of (W i , t 0 ) air that is removed per model time step, per unit area, when enforcing zero surface mixing ratio. We will now examine the flux of newly arriving air paralleling our discussion for the burden.
[38] Figure 6a shows the surface-to-surface transit-time dependence of the fractional contribution of W i air to the total climatological, receptor-area averaged mass flux of air onto the surface. The fractional contribution to the flux is calculated as F r s ; tjW i ; t 0 ð
The transittime dependence of the total flux, P j F r s ; tjW j ; t 0
, is qualitatively similar for all receptors, and we therefore show it only for WNA in Figure 6b . At the shortest residence time, the flux onto the receptor patch W r is completely dominated by air that had its last contact with overlapping patches. One can show that in the continuum limit, n Á J(r s , tjW i , t 0 ) has a physical singularity at t = t 0 at surface receptor points r s on W i [Holzer and Hall, 2000; Hall and Holzer, 2003; Primeau and Holzer, 2006] . The physical cause of the singularity is (eddy) diffusion. On the small scales the diffusion imparts a jittery back-and-forth component to the motion of fluid elements, which may be regarded as undergoing a random walk. Thus, as the continuum limit of ever smaller ''steps'' is approached at constant diffusivity, fluid elements make an ever-increasing number of contacts with the surface during any finite time interval [Hall and Holzer, 2003] . Because of this singularity, we plotted the total flux of Figure 6b on a log scale.
[39] The total flux is largest in summer and spring (particularly for WNA and EUR (not shown)). This reflects the fact that during JJA and MAM deep daytime boundary layers form over these receptors, which provide conduits for efficiently mixing air from aloft to the surface. In fact, we find that maps (not shown) of the total flux onto the surface correlate strongly with maps of MATCH's seasonal mean prognostic boundary layer height, hh pbl i, for all seasons and transit times studied. The squared spatial correlation coefficient ranges from r 2 $ 0.25 to r 2 $ 0.82, depending on season and transit-time interval. The receptors with the largest hh pbl i are EUR (from Spain and Greece) and WNA (from the southwestern USA). While hh pbl i is a predictor for the total flux, its surface-origin partitioning depends on the integrated effect of transport from the W i patches and cannot be deduced solely from hh pbl i.
[40] The land-ocean partitioning of the flux (indicated by the dashed line) is broadly similar to that of the burden. While there are quantitative differences, generally where the land portion dominates the burden it also dominates the flux, suggesting that the vertical profiles of the land and ocean contributions are generally not drastically different over remote receptors at the modes of the distributions.
[41] A comparison of Figures 4a and 6a for short transit times shows that the several source patches that overlap the receptor patch make nearly the same percentage contributions to the flux as they do to the column burden. This is expected from the fact that for infinitesimally short mixing ratio pulses, the partitioning of burden and flux must be identical in the limit of zero transit time. For very short transit time, W i air is just above the surface and on the surface itself the mixing ratio is set to zero. Therefore, the diffusive flux onto the surface (proportional to the vertical gradient) is proportional to the mixing ratio just above the surface, and the surface-origin partitioning must be the same for both burden and flux in the limit of zero time since last surface contact.
[42] Transport to the receptor surface is slower than transport to the free troposphere above the receptor. Therefore, in contrast to the surface-origin partitioning of the burden, the partitioning of the flux is still rapidly changing at t = 60 d for all receptors and seasons. Unlike for the burden, Arctic air makes a significant contribution to the surface flux for ENA and EUR, and visible contributions for the other receptors. This reflects the fact that the midlatitude surface is well connected to the northern latitudes through the sloping isentropes of the Underworld. While the mass of air that arrives from the Arctic is a small contributor to the burden, this mass arrives near the surface resulting in substantial contributions to the flux of newly arriving air. Similarly, air from patches W 4 (central Asia) and W 9 (Europe) makes a larger fractional contribution to the surface flux than it does to the burden. Conversely, air from patches like W 12 (SE Asia) that is injected convectively into the Middleworld during summer and fall, and hence isentropically isolated from the surface, makes smaller fractional contributions to the surface flux than it does to the burden.
[43] The contrast between burden and surface flux is particularly clear in the transit-time partitioned flux from individual contact patches. In Figure 7 we show the receptor-patch averaged flux, hFi, of newly arriving air from the same industrial patches (the land-only patches
, and W 12 L ) for which we plotted the individual burdens. Overall Figure 7 shows a similar pattern for the fluxes as Figure 5 does for the burdens. This is in accord with the expectation that the flux onto the surface is proportional to the total amount present, to the degree to which the air masses from the different patches have similar vertical profiles. However, Figure 7 also shows important differences, and they are consistent with differences in the air masses' vertical distribution.
[44] Although SE Asian W 12 L air dominates the burden for WNA and ENA for all seasons, it only dominates the flux onto the surface for WNA during DJF, MAM, and JJA. For ENA during all seasons, and for WNA during SON, the fluxes of SE Asian W 12 L and European W 9 L air are comparable in magnitude, although the mode of the W 12 L flux occurs several days before the mode of the W 9 L flux, because the SE Asian tracer does not need to traverse the Asian continent en route to North America. Where the ratio of the W 12 L to W 9 L fluxes is similar to the ratio of the W 12 L to W 9 L burdens (WNA for DJF, MAM, and JJA), with W 12 L dominating W 9 L , the vertical profiles of the two air masses are similar. Where the W 12 L flux is comparable to, or less than, the W 9 L flux (ENA all L air is located in the middle to lower troposphere, so that the W 9 L air has larger near-surface gradients in spite of having a smaller column burden. The implication is that European pollutants of a lifetime of $20 d or longer can potentially arrive at the same rate on the ENA surface as SE Asian pollutants, given equal mixing ratios over the source patches.
[45] The flux of European W 9 L air onto SEA is nearly as large as the flux of SE Asian W 12 L air onto WNA and ENA, and at its mode for DJF and MAM significantly larger than the flux of W 12 L air onto EUR. For MAM, the W 9 L air arrives over SEA in the lower troposphere, so that the ratio of European to North American fluxes onto SEA is much larger that the corresponding ratio of the burdens. The mode of the W 12 L air flux onto EUR is at $30 d, while the mode of the W 9 L air flux onto SEA occurs at $10-15 d, reflecting the differing distances traveled via westerly flow.
[46] Finally we note that some of the flux curves display bimodality pointing to distinct transport mechanisms. The bimodality of the flux of W 8 L air into WNA is consistent with the bimodality of the column burden of W 8 L air over WNA (see Figure 5) , with the early mode being accentuated in the flux because the WNA W 8 L air's eastward spread occurs at low levels, while the circumglobally transported air arrives in the middle and upper troposphere. The flux of W 9 L air onto ENA for MAM has a shoulder at $10 d, which is due to full-fledged bimodality for MAM 2001. The early mode of the MAM 2001 W 9 L flux is due to rapid eastward transport across the Atlantic just south of Iceland and Greenland along the northern branch of cyclonic circulations, while the main mode results from circumglobally transported air. These Atlantic north easterlies do not bring sufficient W 9 L air to ENA to impart a short-time mode to the MAM 2001 column burden.
Transport Mass Distribution
[47] The transport mass distribution, R(t, W i , W r ; t), developed in section 2.2 quantifies the mass of air at time t in transit from source patch W i to receptor patch W r , whose surface-to-surface transit time t will be found to lie in the interval (t, t + dt). Figure 8 shows maps of the climatological seasonal mean hRi integrated over the residence-time bands indicated, for the example of W r = W WNA (the absolute contributions are shown, without any area weighting for the land-ocean partitioned patches). Figure 8 demonstrates that R is very effective in identifying W i ! W r surface-to-surface transport teleconnections. At small t, the transport mass destined for first surface contact on WNA is dominated by patches overlapping the receptor region, while with increasing t remote patches upwind from the receptor contribute. Intercontinental surface-to-surface transport to WNA is strongest for MAM and JJA, with DJF and SON being several times smaller, consistent with the flux distributions of Figure 7 . Siberian W 5 L air is the dominant contributor to the transport mass fraction in JJA, for residence times between $2 and 4 weeks. In MAM, W 5 L air and western Pacific W 13 air are important for residence times between $2 and 3 weeks. With increasing t, the largest contributions for MAM and JJA come from high-terrain and convectively injected south Asian W 11 L air.
[48] To explore systematically the residence-time dependence of R and the surface-to-surface teleconnections (without intermediate surface contact) it reveals, we plot in Figure 9 the mass fraction of the atmosphere in each 3-d residence-time interval, P i hR(t, W i , W r ; t)i Dt 0 , that makes first contact with the receptor patch, W r , partitioned into color-coded contributions, hR(t, W i , W r ; t)i Dt 0 , from each source patch W i . (Unlike for Figures 4a, 4b , 6a, and 6b we do not separately plot the percentage contributions and the total to avoid having to visually multiply those curves to get the absolute magnitude of R.) The total transport mass fraction regardless of surface origin, destined for a given receptor,
, is the outer envelope of the curves of Figure 9 . Because R is simply the flux onto the receptor accumulated for time t (see section 2.2), the total transport mass fraction, like the total flux, is largest in summer and spring particularly for WNA and EUR (for WNA, see also Figure 8 ). As is the case for the total flux, maps (not shown) of P i hR(t, W i , W r ; t)i Dt 0 , with one grid cell of the map corresponding to W r being a single grid cell of the model, correlate strongly (r 2 $ 0.25 to r 2 $ 0.80, depending on season and transit-time interval) with maps of MATCH's seasonal mean prognostic boundary layer height, hh pbl i.
[49] The dominant teleconnections with the receptors can be identified in Figure 9 as the bands of hRi Dt 0 with the largest vertical width. The largest mass fractions hRi Dt 0 occur at short residence times for patches overlapping the receptor, as expected: One can show that the singularity of the surface flux (see section 3.2) at t = 0 implies that the distribution R has an integrable singularity at t = 0 due to eddy-diffusive transport if W i and W r overlap . Figure 9 shows that the contributions to P i hRi Dt 0 from overlapping patches have mostly decayed after a residence time of $6 d, with the exception of SEA in JJA. The slower decay for SEA in summer is consistent with the fact that air from SEA's overlapping patches is convectively injected in JJA into a middle and upper troposphere of exceptionally weak winds. This air can therefore linger aloft longer than usual before making surface contact with SEA. For patches that do not overlap the receptor, R ! 0 as t ! 0, because transport between nonoverlapping patches takes finite time.
[50] The dominant seasonal mean teleconnections for nonoverlapping patches and the residence-time intervals of their dominance, as identified from R, are summarized in Table 1 . For this purpose, we define the dominant, nonoverlapping, nonabutting source patches for a given receptor as those for which the maximum of R as a function of t stands out, by at least a factor of 1.35, above the maxima of the other R curves. The land and ocean parts of land-ocean partitioned patches are treated as separate patches. The corresponding residence-time interval of dominance is defined as the approximate range of t for which the dominant R versus t curves lie above the maximum of all other R curves. (Individual R curves were used to avoid visual difficulties that result from the vertical shearing of the stacked bands of Figure 9 at small t.) No such dominant Figure 8 . The W i -to-W WNA transport mass fraction associated with each W i for the surface-to-surface transport time, t (the atmospheric residence time), in the interval indicated. The WNA receptor region, excluding terrain above 1800 m elevation, is indicated in black. Figure 9 . The seasonal mean transport mass fraction of the atmosphere in each 3-d transit-time interval that will make first surface contact with the receptor patch, W r , as a function of residence time, t, for the receptors and seasons indicated. The contributions from each source patch, W i , are stacked sequentially from W 1 to W 31 . The width of each vertical band is equal to hR(t, W i , W r ; t)i Dt 0 so that the top-most curve gives the sum over all source patches, P i hRi Dt 0 . The dashed lines subdivide bands into contributions that had last surface contact with the land (below the dashed line) and ocean (above the dashed line) parts of the surface patch.
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HOLZER AND HALL: TROPOSPHERIC TRANSPORT CLIMATE contributions were identified for SEA in DJF and for ENA in MAM, because a number of patches make large contributions that are not well separated from the others (see Figure 9 ).
[51] For WNA and ENA, North Pacific air dominates in winter and fall, consistent with active wintertime Pacific storm tracks. The rapid transport by the westerly winds appears to compensate for strong isentropic mixing which is expected to bring a fraction of this air into surface contact before reaching the receptor. In spring WNA still receives large amounts of North Pacific air, but convection over Asia begins to deliver also large amounts of Siberian W 
Discussion and Conclusions
[52] It has been our goal to diagnose the troposphere's long-range transport in a tracer-independent way, not to simulate any particular chemical constituent, or even any idealized surrogate for chemical constituents. To that end, we have employed the boundary propagator, G. The propagator G is the Green function for surface mixing ratio, as opposed to surface fluxes, and has the compelling interpretation of being the joint distribution of transit times and surface locations since an air parcel last made surface contact. We have calculated G(r, tjW i , t 0 ) using MATCH driven by NCEP reanalysis data for field times t from September 1998 to August 2001, with a 3-d resolution in source time t 0 , and hence transit time, and a 41-patch resolution in last-contact location, W i . The resulting ensemble of boundary propagators (one realization for each 3-d field-time average) represents the partitioning of air at every location and every time into transit time since last surface contact and region of that contact.
[53] We have analyzed the climatological, seasonal mean global boundary propagator for four high-population receptor regions: western and eastern North America (WNA, ENA), Europe (EUR), and Southeast Asia (SEA). The column burden of G quantifies the contributions of remote surface origin to the free troposphere over the receptor, the surface flux of G gives the flux of newly arriving remote origin air onto the receptor surface, and the transport mass distribution R, which is the residence-time partitioned mass fraction of the atmosphere in transit from source to receptor, provides a novel characterization of surface-tosurface transport teleconnections. Our analysis has identified a number of key features of tropospheric global-scale transport:
[54] 1. The transit-time dependence of the dominant locations of last surface contact displays pronounced seasonality. For example, for the WNA receptor in winter and spring strong mixing on sloping isentropes over the Pacific causes the dominant last-contact patch to propagate with increasing transit time eastward across the Pacific surface. In contrast, in summer the troposphere is more stable over the Pacific so that air above the boundary layer is less likely to make contact with the Pacific surface. In summer, the dominant last-contact regions therefore ''hop'' across the ocean to continental Asia.
[55] 2. The surface origin of air does not homogenize zonally at long transit times. The efficiency with which air escapes the source patch and is mixed again to the surface en route to the receptor depends on boundary layer mixing, frontal activity, and deep convection, all of which are distributed highly inhomogeneously.
[56] 3. A nearly universal pattern of last surface contact that is only weakly dependent on receptor emerges at the longest transit times considered ($2 months). The dominant last-contact patches of that pattern coincide with the primary regions of tropical deep convection and/or the Tibetan plateau, depending on season. This is because air attains long transit times to midlatitude receptors by being injected into the upper tropical troposphere so that it is shielded from immediate access to rapid isentropic transport to the surface.
[57] 4. The surface-origin composition of the burden over the receptors studied changes only slowly after a transit time of $ 6 weeks in DJF and SON, when the Northern Hemisphere Underworld has its greatest southward extent allowing for the most rapid mixing of remote air to the surface, and hence the most rapid equilibration of surfaceorigin composition.
[58] 5. Northern midlatitude patches have the expected land-ocean contrast, with air that had last contact with the ocean dominating in winter, and air that had last contact with land dominating in summer. For the more southern midlatitude patches the relative importance of the ocean component is influenced by whether the ocean region encompasses the climatological starting points of warm conveyor belts, which provide access to the free tropo- sphere, or regions of the climatological subtropical highs, where subsidence hinders access to the free troposphere.
[59] 6. The flux of newly arriving air onto the receptor surface and the column burden above the receptor have distinct surface-origin compositions. Air from different surface patches can experience very different pathways and vertical mixing en route to the receptor resulting in different vertical profiles, and hence different efficiencies of mixing to the receptor surface. The following contrasts between receptor burdens and fluxes were identified: (1) east Asian and European air contribute comparably to the flux onto eastern North America (ENA), in spite of east Asian air dominating European air in the column burden over ENA.
(2) At their respective modes, the flux of European air onto SE Asia is just as large as (JJA), or larger than (DJF, MAM, and SON), the flux of SE Air onto Europe, in spite of SE Asian air burdens over Europe being larger than European air burdens over SE Asia. (3) The percentage contribution of Arctic air to the flux of newly arriving air is much larger than its nearly negligible percentage contribution to the burden, because Arctic air generally arrives over midlatitude receptors at low levels.
[60] 7. At transit times of only several days the surfaceorigin partition of the flux of newly arriving air is nearly identical to that of the burden and dominated by air from patches overlapping the receptor region. At transit times of $60 d, the surface-origin composition of the flux has not equilibrated and is changing faster than that of the burden because transport to the midlatitude surface takes more time than transport to the midlatitude free troposphere. This is especially true for equatorial and Southern Hemisphere air, which has to traverse the Middleworld to the NH Underworld to have isentropic access to the receptors studied.
[61] 8. The transport mass distribution, R, is particularly effective for identifying surface-to-surface teleconnections as a function of atmospheric residence time, t, that is, the time between successive surface contacts. The corresponding average surface-to-surface flux per unit residence time is proportional to R/t. The mass fraction making first contact with a given receptor regardless of surface origin is strongly correlated with the model's planetary boundary layer height, consistent with deep boundary layers providing conduits of efficient mixing to the surface. Correspondingly, the mass fraction of the atmosphere making first contact with the continental receptors studied is largest in summer and spring.
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